This is an author's version published in: http://oatao.univ-toulouse.fr/23585 ABSTRACT: During the manufacturing of composite complex shape parts, defects such as tow buckles characterised by out of plane elevation may appear. The parameters controlling the appearance and growth of the defect are not completely understood and need to be investigated. A device capable of reproducing tow buckles has been used to study the tow buckling phenomenon. Several techniques able to measure out of plane elevations are discussed to detect the appearance and evaluate continuously the growth of the tow buckle in relation to its size and shape. The fringe projection technique was chosen as it gives the best compromise between the size of the defect to measure and its resolution.
Introduction
During the manufacturing process, defects may occur in composite parts. Potter et al. [1] have presented a list of defect states that may occur during the composite manufacturing processes. Some of the defects appearing during the first step of the RTM process (preforming stage) may have adverse impacts on the performance of composite parts and should be prevented [2, 3] . At the scale of the preform, denoted macroscale, it is possible to investigate if the preform shape is well obtained, if wrinkles appear, if there is non-homogeneity of the fibre density in tows, or if a discontinuity of the preform due to sliding of tows takes place [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . At this scale, a lot of studies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] have been published on the use of full field optical measurements of strains. They provide an ideal instrument to quantify the strain levels in different deformation modes (tension, in-plane shear). At the scale of the tows, mesoscale, other defects may appear. Tow misalignment in the plane of the fabric, [1] or out-of-plane misalignment also called tow buckles [4, 16, 17] , can be investigated. All these defects have a strong influence on the resin flow impregnation because they modify the in-plane and through-the thickness permeability components [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , and they probably impact the performance of the composite part because the fibres are not aligned anymore. In the case of the fibre waviness defect that may also lead to out of plane bending of tows, Bloom et al. phenomenon and the appearance of the wrinkling defect mainly caused by the locking of warp and weft yarns [23, 24] . During the forming process, the appearance of wrinkling is not only due to in-plane shear but also to the tension of the membrane and the bending stiffness. Several authors therefore decided to study independently of the process this defect by designing specific in-plane shear characterisation protocols using either the bias extension test or the picture frame test [1, 14, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Some other authors proposed different approach to model the appearance of defects such as the wrinkling defect [30] [31] [32] [33] . Kirkwood et al. [34] also used the same approach to study independently of the process the yarn pull-out phenomenon by designing an especially dedicated set-up.
Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques have been employed to inspect and characterise composite structures [28] . Various NDE methods, such as the optical techniques of holography, electronic speckle-pattern interferometry, shearography and time-domain moiré interferometry, are used for thermoplastic or thermoset composites and are described by a number of authors [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . These techniques provide wide-area qualitative imagery in the in-and out-of-plane displacement at the surface of a structure. However, their effectiveness at inspecting structures of any significant thickness for buried defects is normally vastly reduced [42] . If the use of all these methods is well described for composite parts, the detection of defects at the scale of fabrics, before injection of resin, and associated to this preforming stage, has not really been studied.
In this paper, an experimental device to reproduce the tow buckling phenomenon is used and is associated to the fringe projection technique to quantify the out-of-plane defect.
Design of the Instrumented Tow Buckling Device
Up to date knowledge on the tow buckle generation
The bending of tow in its plane has already been studied in the frame of the robot lay-up of pre-impregnated ribbons. Beakou et al. [43] modelled the appearance of such defects. However, the appearance of tow buckles in woven fabrics is more complex. In the first studies reporting the appearance of the tow buckling defect during the forming process, the main mechanism without which the tow buckling defect cannot appear has been identified for different carbon, glass and flax-based flat tow woven fabrics by several authors. One of the first descriptions was given by Harrison et al. in 2002 [29] . This work was more recently completed by some pieces of work performed at Orléans [8, 16, 17] . This mechanism is the bending in their plane of flat tows imposed by the geometry of the shape ( Figure 1 ).
As this mechanism cannot be or can only be partially accommodated, another mechanism consisting in deforming the tow out of its plane takes place and a tow buckle appears as shown in Figure 2 .
The measurements performed on a face of a tetrahedron where tow buckling appears show that globally, the bending angles remain similar all along the buckling zone with lower values (more severe bending) towards the top of the shape [16] . This bending angle quasi-continuity means that the displacements of the tows exhibiting the buckles are almost similar and symmetrical against the curvature point line. This mechanism is the same as the one observed for ribbon lay-up.
However, the in-plane bending of the tow is not the only parameter influencing the appearance of the tow buckles. Reducing the tension of the tows perpendicular to the ones exhibiting the buckles delays and reduces the size of the buckles to a very low extent [17] . This is particularly true for the tetrahedron shape where the tension is maximum in the zone exhibiting buckles. As a consequence, the device should be able to impose different in-plane bending angles to the tow showing the buckles and to apply different magnitudes of tension to the perpendicular tows. Other parameters related to the meso and macro architecture of the fabric are also very important and should be studied with the device. The device should therefore permit the study of different types of reinforcement with different yarn or tow architectures and geometries. The tow buckling device According to the previous section, the buckling defect is mainly the result of a combination between the bending of tows in their plane and level of tension applied to the tows perpendicular to the ones showing the buckles. The tension imposed to the tows showing the buckles is also probably very important and should also be studied. A device has therefore been designed to impose separately in-plane bending angles to the tows showing the buckles and variable tensions in the perpendicular tows. The design of the mechanical part of the device was described into details in [44] and is summarised in Figure 3 . The fabric samples are maintained by jaws in the horizontal and vertical directions. Adjustable tensions can be applied in both directions. In Figure 3a , the horizontal jaws can bend in their plane following a circular translation so that the tows bend on a given point and stay straight as shown in Figure 1 . To perform the circular translation, the deformable parallelogram technique has been used ( Figure 3b ).
Semi-cross geometry samples have been chosen as these ones prevent the appearance of wrinkles or tow sliding on the contrary of square samples or cross shape samples, respectively. The device is instrumented. Load sensors, Linear Variable Differential Transformer, optical measurements using mark tracking technique and fringe projection measurement techniques are used during the test to provide all the necessary information required to study the tow buckling phenomenon. The device instrumentation is summarised in Figure 4 .
Measurement of the buckle's height
The detection of the buckles appearance and the measurement of its amplitude variation during its growth are critical parameters that need to be carefully and accurately measured. Particularly, the buckle's size, or buckle's height ( Figure 5 ) should be evaluated by a noncontact technique to avoid any interaction between the measurement and the buckle's appearance and growth.
The determination of the buckle's height consists in evaluating the topography of the reinforcement at given times during a test. As an example, the size of the buckle should be measured during the test for any modification of a device parameter such as the bending angle, or the tension applied on the tows in each direction. As a consequence, the measurement tool should be able to scan a relatively large zone on the surface of the sample test, and the acquisition and treatment times should be reasonable.
Several methods were investigated to measure this parameter. The first one is the stereo-image correlation with 3D mark tracking, which permits to evaluate the displacement field of the reinforcement [10, 44] . However, this method was rejected as it is not possible to follow the marks through the totality of the test because of the incidence angle of the cameras. This is due to the fact that during the appearance of the buckles, some zones of the fabric, visible at the beginning of the test cannot be observed at the end of the test, and the profile of the buckles cannot be entirely recorded. The second tested method is the shadow detection method. It consists in observing the evolution of the size of the shadows caused by the buckle's appearance under glancing light conditions. If this method could be easily used for the determination of the profile of a unique buckle, the profile of the shadow during the test is disturbed by the elevation of adjacent buckles. The evaluated buckle's size is therefore not representative of the true height of the defect. This method was also rejected.
The third tested method is fringe projection. This method is particularly interesting for our case of study because it permits to measure the topography of the surface of an object without any contact, which could modify the state of the surface [45] [46] [47] [48] . Moreover, its resolution and zone of study correspond to the requirements of this work. Table 1 compares the resolution and extent of the zone of study of different interferometry methods and the Fringe projection techniques. The fringe projection technique is also particularly interesting as it does not necessitate that the material is conductor (scanning tunnel microscopy or scanning electron microscopy), and the size of the observation zone is much larger than the one of atomic force microscopy, which requires long acquisition times.
In our case of study, the size of the buckles is situated in a range between 0 and 1.5 mm. The use of fringe projection is therefore the most appropriated technique. The global principle and the performance of this measurement technique were reviewed by Gorthi et al. [49] , and no further description will be given in this paper.
Experimental Procedure

Description of the used fringe projection apparatus
The measurements performed by using the fringe projection technique have been completed at the Science et Ingéniérie des Matériaux et Procédés of Grenoble (http://simap. grenoble-inp.fr/accueil/). The used experimental device is composed of three main elements: a CCD camera, a video projector and software elements H3SensorDigit3D coupled to the FringeAnalysis4®. The H3SensorDigit3D is a piece of software developed by the HOLO3 Company (Saint Louis, France) dedicated to the 3D digitalisation using optical ways. The FringeAnalysis4® is a software dedicated to the analysis of fringes images used in the holography, speckle or structured light interferometry. A video projector is used to project calibrated computer elaborated fringes.
Materials
The flax fabric used in this study is a plain-weave fabric with an areal weight of 280 ± 19 g/m 2 , manufactured by Groupe Depestele (France) from untwisted tows. The fabric is not balanced, as the space between the weft tows (1.59 ± 0.09 mm) is different from the one between the warp tows (0.26 ± 0.03 mm). The width of the warp and the weft tows are respectively 2.53 ± 0.12 mm and 3.25 ± 0.04 mm. As a consequence, there are 360 warp tows and 206 weft tows per metre of fabric. 
Results
Initial test: profile and size of the buckles at the initial and final states
The profile of altitude studied in this work is recorded along the red and black lines shown in Figure 6a1 and b1. The different colours presented in Figure 6a1 represent different level of altitudes. At the initial state, light blue colour is observed along the width of the horizontal tows. Dark blue colour is observed between these ones. As globally, two colours are observed; a square periodic profile of tow elevation is obtained by processing the fringe projection measurements along the vertical line (Figure 6a2 ). This is due to the nature of the plain weave fabric manufactured with flat tows interlaced following a plain weave pattern (Figure 6a3) . By performing approximate measurements with a Vernier calliper directly on the fabric, it appears that the differential elevation between the warp and the weft tows is about 0.4 ± 0.1 mm.
At a state where buckles are well visible, the same procedure has been used. A colour gradient can be observed across the width of the horizontal tows (Figure 6b1 ). The altitude of the tow where buckles are formed show increasing altitude colours from one side of the tow to the other one up to a maximum value. A chevron type profile as presented in Figure 6b2 is well in accordance with the colour evolution and with the experimental observation (Figure 6b3 ). The maximum elevation recorded using the fringe projection technique has been compared with the one measured on the shape using a Vernier calliper. The measured altitude (1.55 ± 0.07 mm) is in good agreement with the ones given by the fringe projection technique.
This preliminary test therefore indicates that the fringe projection technique, and the chain associated to the signal processing is validated. As a consequence, the profile evolution can be used to investigate into details the appearance and the growth of the buckles in the following section. Profile of the buckles: evolution as a function of the in-plane bending angle Figure 7a shows the evolution of the buckle's profile and altitude for four different in-plane bending angles. The colours presented in Figure 6a1 have been processed through in house MATLAB routines in order to get access to the actual elevation values. The buckle's profile progressively changes from a square profile (α = 0°) to a chevron type profile (α = 40°) as observed on the edge of a tetrahedron shape (Figure 6b3 ). The change of the profile shape is progressive. A square type profile with different elevations than at the initial state is still observed for in-plane bending angle of 20°. For an in-plane bending angle of 30°, the square profile of the buckle disappears and is replaced by a chevron type profile. At the final state (α = 40°), the profile remains similar, but the maximum elevation of the buckle is increased up to about 1.5 mm.
Figure 7a also shows that negative peaks of altitudes are observed before and after the rise of the buckles for each bending angle. These ones are due to the fact that the tow perpendicular to the one showing the buckle passes underneath it, and a drop of altitude is observed at its edge. However, the negative peak is more pronounced on the side of the buckle that does not show any altitude increase particularly for high value bending angles. This phenomenon is probably due to the fact that the tow exhibiting the buckle imposes a compression load on the tow passing underneath as a consequence of its rise. This phenomenon is due to the rotation of the buckle around itself in the buckle's zone as illustrated by a simple test on a single tow in Figure 8 .
This phenomenon can also be observed on the profiles presented in Figure 7b for an orientation 90°of the fabric. The proportion of this negative decrease of altitude is actually larger in this case as no increases of altitude are observed between the initial and the maximum bending angle that the device can possibly impose. On the contrary, the altitude of the tow that still shows a square profile decreases. For high bending angles, a plateau of altitude is still observed, with a lower altitude. Even if the horizontal tows are submitted to equivalent bending angles, these ones do not show any increase of altitude like it is the case for the same test with a 0°orientation.
To study the profile evolution into details as a function of the increasing bending angle, the different recorded profiles have been aggregated. The bending angle at which the buckle appears for the orientation 0°can be investigated. The evolution of the profile is shown for increasing bending angles in Figure 9a for a sample placed with an orientation 0°(with the weft tows placed in a fixed position and warp tows submitted to in-plane bending) and in Figure 9b for a sample placed with an orientation 90°.
The maximum elevation of the buckle has also been recorded for each bending angles and is reported in Figure 10 for both orientations.
For the 0°orientation, it appears that low elevation is recorded below in-plane bending angles of 28°. For bending angles in the range [0-28°], the elevation slowly rises from its initial value (elevation 0.40 ± 0.04 mm) to reach a value of 0.6 mm. Above bending angles of 28°and up to 35°, an important rise of elevation is observed, from 0.6 to 1.45 mm. This is for our testing conditions (7.5 N and 15. 3 N tensions applied in the X and Y directions) within this range of bending angle that the buckle rises in one side of the tow and decreases in altitude in the other side as described in Figure 8 . For the highest bending angles tested in this work, the elevation still increases with a lower slope. It is also interesting to note that the full chevron profile is not observed below angles of about 30°. This means that the buckle does not exhibit a continuous rising profile (chevron) for in-plane bending angles lower than about 30°. Up to this bending angle, the tow globally shows a plateau shape profile that progressively rises. Above 30°, instead of showing a plateau, the tow starts to rotate around itself and the buckle appears before quickly growing up to values of about 38°. Above this bending angle value, it probably becomes more difficult for the buckle to rise following a rotation around itself as this one needs to overcome compression resistance of the tow situated below it. The compression phenomenon and its magnitude are probably depending on the compression behaviour of the underneath tow as well as the lateral stiffness of the tow showing the buckle.
For the orientation 90°, an increase in altitude of the horizontal tow submitted to in-plane bending is observed up to about 28° (Figure 10 ). The altitude rise is very similar to the one observed for the 0°orientation up to this bending angle. However, above 28°, the altitude of the tow does not Figure 11 . It shows that the tows submitted to in-plane bending do not keep their initial elevation. A small elevation with a square profile can be observed.
No appearance and growth of buckle with a rotation around itself takes place in these conditions. For the largest in-plane bending angles, the elevation of the horizontal tow decreases up to values of altitudes lower than the one of the initial state to reach an elevation of 0.22 mm. This corresponds to a decrease of about 45%. The fact that no buckle appeared with the orientation 90°is not really surprising as this had already been observed in a formed shape using the same plain weave fabric [16] . In the 90°o rientation, the weft horizontal tows passes up and down the warp tows that are close to each other. The space between two adjacent warp tows is very small (0.26 mm). The length of the horizontal weft tow in the above position is therefore reduced to the width of the warp tows, 2.53 mm. This length is not sufficient for the buckle to appear in our test conditions. Moreover, the reduction of elevation for high in-plane bending angle is probably due to the fact that the tow, instead of rising to form a buckle imposes a compression load on the underneath warp tow.
On the contrary, for the 0°orientation, the space between two adjacent weft tows is larger (1.59 mm), and the width of the weft tows are larger (3.25 mm) than the warp tows. The length of the horizontal warp tow in the above position is therefore larger (about 4.8 mm). This is 1.9 times larger than for the weft tows.
The influence of the tension of the tows perpendicular to the ones exhibiting the buckles (vertical tows) has been also investigated. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the evolution of the buckles height as a function of the in-plane bending angle for orientation 0°for two different loadings (250 N and 8 N) in the X direction (direction of the tows perpendicular to the ones exhibiting the buckles) ( Figure 3) . In both cases, the global shapes of the curves are similar with a slow increase of the buckles height followed by an important rise and a plateau for the highest bending angles. However, in the case of the higher applied load in the X direction, the increase of the buckles height is observed for lower bending angles. The main rise starts from an in-plane bending angle of 20°instead of 28°in the case of the lower applied load. The final height of the buckle in both cases is equivalent (1.45 mm), but this height is reached for a lower angle,~30°instead of 35°in the case of the low applied load in the X direction. This therefore means that a low tension in the X direction should be preferred if one want to delay the appearance of tow buckles in the frame of the fabric forming.
The variations of profile exposed in this work are the result of the buckle's appearance of the flax fabric tested in this work. It is expected that relatively similar behaviours are observed for other types of fabrics constituted from flat type tows. Buckles have already been observed on complex shapes elaborated from aeronautical grade carbon interlock fabric [25] . The profile of the buckles (presence of a plateau before the chevron full profile), their maximum elevation and the in-plane bending angle appearance depends on the different stiffness of the tow. Particularly, the lateral Bending angle ( 0 )
The bi-axial state of the fabric (the tension of the horizontal and vertical tows) has been investigated. This work shows that the magnitude of the tension in the direction perpendicular to the tows showing the buckles is also a crucial parameter as a higher tension favours the appearance of buckles for lower in-plane bending angles. As one wants to avoid the appearance and the growth of the buckles, a low tension in the direction perpendicular to the one of the tows that may exhibit the buckles should be favoured. In this case, and with the tows and the reinforcement used in this work, an in-plane bending angle of 28°could be obtained in the face of a shape without any buckle appearance.
The characteristic in-plane bending angle values evaluated in this work probably also depend on the mechanical properties of the tows constituting the fabric. The compression stiffness of the tow underneath and the lateral compression of the tow showing the buckles are other parameters that probably influence the in-plane bending at which the buckle appears and then the speed at which it grows.
The influence of the fabric architecture at the mesoscale as well as the mechanical properties of the tow constituting the fabric and the bi-axial state of the fabric should be studied more by using the validated device to understand in a better extent the tow buckling defect. This would lead to tendencies that could be used to elaborate a multifactor criterion to predict the appearance and growth magnitude of the defect. stiffness of the tow probably controls the profile of the buckle. It would be expected that the chevron type profile is observed for lower bending angle in the case of tows with high lateral stiffness.
Conclusions
A device capable of reproducing tow buckles has been used to investigate the tow buckling phenomenon. Several techniques able to measure out of plane elevations have been discussed to detect the appearance and growth of the tow buckling phenomenon in relation to its size and its shape. The fringe projection technique was chosen as it gives the best compromise between the size of the defect to measure and its resolution. A complete description of the technique as well as the equipment used in this work is given.
The appearance and the growth of the tow buckle have been studied as a function of the in-plane bending angle that was identified as the essential parameter at the origin of the tow buckling phenomenon. For the reinforcement studied in this work, the tow supposed to show the buckle slowly rises up to an in-plane bending angle of 28°. The rise does not overcome the value of 0.2 mm. The profile of the tow remains with a square geometry. Above bending angles of 28°, the tow buckle itself appears (chevron profile), and its size quickly increases in the case of the orientation 0°. The tow buckle growth mechanism has been identified as a double rotation around itself. During its rotation, the tow exhibiting the buckle imposes a compression load on the tow underneath. Above a value of 35°, the buckle rises with a lower slope. This is due to the fact that the rotation around itself of the buckle is limited by the compression phenomenon taking place during this rotation.
As the plain weave fabric used in this study is not balanced, the 90° orientation was tested. In this case, the tow does not rise above a very limited value of 0.2 mm similarly to the orientation 0° up to in-plane bending angles of 28°. Above 28°, no more elevation is recorded. The tow does not rotate around itself as in the 0° case. This is due to the fact that the tow submitted to in-plane bending does not have enough space to initiate and grow a buckle. The space between two adjacent warp tows is very small (0.26 mm). The length of the horizontal weft tow in the above position is therefore reduced to the width of the warp tows (underneath in vertical position), 2.53 mm. This length is not sufficient for the buckle to appear in our test conditions.
If the in-plane bending angle is the main criterion at the origin of the tow buckle appearance and growth, it is not the only one. This work shows that the fabric architecture such as space between the tows perpendicular to the one showing the buckle is also crucial to control the buckle's appearance and growth.
